


Gallerist Tonya Hest has been invited to meet visiting cultural 
theorist Klaus Bonsoma. A small, yet special, dinner is planned as 
Bonsoma arrives straight from a long-haul flight from an event in 
Busan. Tonya’s assistant, Milly Sargent, had advised her earlier 
that the intimate meal was an easy way to shoehorn into this two-
day conference to be held at the university. Milly added that just 
a select few of  the high hitters who had ‘organised’ this event, on 
the immateriality of  objects, would be present. She emphasised 
the word ‘organised’ as she knew it always fell to hidden others, 
like herself, to see to the detail of  such things. Secretly, she 
couldn’t understand how a group of  people could discuss non-
objects or whether immateriality existed for one hour let alone 48 
hours. Milly informed Tonya that the other guests would include 
Zac Tillson, Director of  Municipal, the main publicly funded 
institution co-hosting this event with the university; Professor 
Benjamin Sanderson, Head of  the university’s Philosophy Dept, 
part-time painter and author of  several academic books on 
intersectionality; token artist Jackson Sim who would punctuate 
the proceedings with performance; and Andy Trensom, a 
representative from Transphere, the sponsors. 

Tonya has timetabled an hour at home before she needed to get 
ready, to carry out a bit of  research in preparation for the dinner. 
She prioritises Klaus as she knows most of  the others. Perhaps 
there would be an uncomfortable lull in conversation around the 
table. She sees herself  rescuing the situation, inserting one of  his 
key phrases into the void to jump-start the discourse. Tonya begins 
speed reading some online articles about him, taking the odd note 
whilst her small boy Morton naps.

A thought pops into Tonya’s head. What if  Klaus asks her about 
what she’s working on? In truth, she had put everything into the 
last exhibition so she is still in recovery from that. People always 
want to know about your next project, in particular if  they are 
running out of  things to say. Tonya moves her mouth, trying 
to form phrases that could act as her anchors: ‘transgender 
photography’; ‘the invisibility of  women’s labour’; or ‘queer 
aesthetics’? She’ll go with transgender photography as she’s lately 
been interested in Jane Claythorn’s work and thinks it will appeal 
to Prof. Sanderson at least. His most recent published essay, which 
can’t be read unless an expensive annual subscription is taken 
out for the academic journal in which it appears, is entitled, ‘The 
Enlarged Self: Non-Binary Identities in the European Music Industry’. 

Morton stirs, his little hand going up to his face. Tonya pauses and 
waits to see if  he’ll shake himself  further out of  his slumber. As 
he settles, she reopens her laptop and inserts one earbud of  her 
headphones. She YouTubes Klaus. Ah, here he is, always looking 
incredibly relaxed and unhurried in front of  different audiences. 
Tonya selects the short clips to watch first. Then she pushes the 
arrow along the time bar of  the longer ones, stopping randomly in 
the hope of  catching the main points. She notes that Klaus never 
death grips his handheld mic; he merely holds it like a delicate 
instrument between his thumb and forefinger. He is always 
dressed in tasteful navy or charcoal grey and punctuates his lines 
of  thought with the odd chuckle. Klaus’s words come easily as he 
opens plenaries, delivers invited responses and gives keynotes. 

Time is running out for Tonya. She’s told Tris, her partner, that 
she’ll make her and Morton’s meal before she heads out. Tris 
works in theatre and is coming back early to release Tonya. 

Tonya knows she can push through this and achieve all chores 
on her list today– after all it’s just another deadline. Then the 
knowledge comes to her, somewhat unwelcome. Klaus is not 
sitting in his hotel room frenetically googling her work. He’s not 
seeking out key themes she’s explored in her curated exhibitions. 
He’s not preparing to fight silences around the table. 

There are far better things to do in this moment. Morton snuffles 
and forms a mini starfish, ready for the world again. His pudgy 
arms reach up for her. Tonya smiles at him and walks over to 
his cot to pick him up. He nuzzles into her neck. The late light 
illuminates his tight, dark curls. ‘Just let the men know you’re 
good, Tonya. You don’t need to go into any detail’, she tells 
herself. 

The sponsor feels the meal goes well. It’s a bit dry in terms of  
discussion over the three courses, but it’s a way for Transphere 
to begin tapping into a wider, middle-class demographic. Klaus 
spends the time desperate to get back to his hotel room. He’s a 
month overdue on a text deadline and wants to carry on writing 
it. Zac is cross as Tonya refuses his invitation to co-host a show of  
university staff work. So what if  the gender split is ten men, no 
women? They’re all good. Zac believes that Municipal should do 
more partnered projects with academic institutions. They’re the 
new cash cow for which the public sector is so desperate. Jackson 
Sim is ambiguous about why he’s here at this particular table. 
He’s pleased some of  them say they follow his Instagram, but he 
has difficulty in quietening the voices of  his artist friends who may 
think he’s sold out. Sanderson loves the salon atmosphere. He 
doubts that Tillson understands there’s no significant academic 
cash to plunder, yet this is exactly the type of  endeavour his 
Research Office is telling him to create and author through 
diverse stakeholders and key public engagement for evidencing 
impact. As for Tonya, Sanderson asks her for a solo show of  his 
paintings before the starter comes. She is not asked about her 
work by anyone present but talks about it anyway. 
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JUST LET THE MEN KNOW


